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Abstract

Metagenomics is the study of microbial ecology using genetics as an access point.
We seek to understand the microbial communities in environments such as tidal pools,
soil, mine runoff, or even the human gut, so that we can understand the impact that
microbes have on our world and our health. Metagenomic analysis usually involves
the determination of what species are present in a given sample, and, if possible, what
each species’ genome looks like. Because the vast majority of microbial organisms
cannot be cultured easily in a generic lab setting, we look instead to the DNA taken
from a sample, and try to assign the DNA to different species (the taxonomic bin-
ning problem). Many methods for solving the taxonomic binning problem exist, but
they are extremely computationally intensive, reliant on woefully incomplete reference
databases, or insufficiently accurate.
In this paper, we put forward a new taxonomic binning algorithm called Horatio. Ho-
ratio is a modified bootstrapping and k-means clustering algorithm for taxonomic bin-
ning that uses compositional information about DNA subsequences. Horatio requires
relatively little setup, and has tunable parameters that can reflect users’ preferences.
We compare and contrast Horatio to other extant taxonomic binning algorithms and
evaluate its performance against simulated and real metagenomic datasets.

1 Introduction

What metagenomics is, and why

What the overall goals are

2 Background

Researchers often want to know what microbial species are present in an environment. At
a first glance, this might seem an easy question to answer simply by culturing samples and
examining the cultures for known species. However, up to 99% of all microbial species (99%
CITE) cannot be cultured in a laboratory setting with our present knowledge. Therefore, it
is necessary to use another method for species identification. Researchers can sequence the
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DNA found in an environment to identify species, as this method does not require laboratory
culturing beyond that required by sequencing. From the sequenced DNA, researchers try to
determine species makeup as well as gene functionality AND OTHERS.

2.1 Overview of Metagenomic Workflow

2.2 Sequencing and Assembly

2.3 Binning

Binning is one of the first processing steps in the metagenomic workflow, and consists of
assigning each sequence to a taxonomic clade [1]. Of course binning is much easier with
longer sequences to work from, so it is often performed on assembled contigs.

Ideally, it would be possible to assign each sequence to a species, or, if its provenance is
unknown, determine its closest relationship on the phylogenetic tree. The computational
requirements of binning algorithms should be minimized, given the vast amounts of data
that need processing.

2.3.1 Similarity-Based Methods

Similarity-based binning methods are based on multiple sequence alignment. Each query
sequence is aligned against sequences in a database, using alignment techniques like BLAST
(CITE, OTHERS). For each query sequence, the closest database sequence is determined to
be a match.

Sequence alignment distance is viewed (CITE) as a reflection of phylogenetic distance,
given the nature of evolutionary mutation. Thus, sequence-based methods offer evolutionary
insight as well as taxonomic binning. They are also generally highly accurate (CITE), as
they are very unlikely to assign a query sequence to an unrelated genome.

Sequence alignment techniques are computationally intensive and inappropriate for the
vast amounts of metagenomic data needing classification (CITE).

List

2.3.2 Composition-Based Methods

Composition-based methods are based on the idea that details about composition are
fairly constant across a given genome [1], and are sufficiently different from other genomes
to warrant use as a discriminator. From a mathematical perspective, this means the space
of all genomes and most subsequences can be reduced to a much smaller space using some
string kernel (CITE) without loss of phylogenetic information. It is already known that
measures as simple as GC-content can be used to differentiate between phyla (CITE), so
it is not unreasonable to assume that slightly more complicated measures can be used to
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differentiate at finer levels. Most, if not all, (CITE) composition-based methods use k-mer
frequency spectra - or derivatives thereof - to differentiate; that is, k-mers that are frequent
or infrequent in one genome should be frequent in sufficiently large subsequences, and and
the profile of frequencies should be unique to a monophyletic clade.

Composition-based methods are, in general, much faster than their similarity-based rela-
tives. (WHY).

Due to their nature, composition-based methods are ill-suited for small query sequences,
as these sequences are not long enough to contain a strong compositional signal [1]. As query
sequences get shorter, each k-mer has a disproportionate impact. For example, if there is
a k-mer w that appears 100x less frequently in the genome than average, and if it appears
in a query sequence from that genome, then the algorithm will attempt to assign the query
sequence to a genome with a much higher representation of w.

List

2.3.3 Reference-Free Methods

As a consequence of the inability to culture most bacteria, most bacteria are ill-represented
in our databases (CITE, EXAMPLES). Therefore, most query sequences cannot be assigned
to sufficiently close matches in databases, leading to large numbers of mis-assigned or unas-
signed sequences [1]. Instead of using a database as a reference, it is preferable in some cases
to just examine extant structure within the set of query sequences and perhaps find clusters
representing different genera or species.

2.4 Clustering

3 Horatio

3.1 Use

Horatio is available at LOCATION. Users can download it for their own use. In order
for Horatio itself to work, users must have Python 2.7+. Each scoring function has its own
required package, detailed in later sections.

Use of Horatio will look like this, with further argument details below:

> python horatio.py -i <INPUT> -o <OUTPUT> -c <CUT> [-s <SCORE> -p <PATH> -n

<NEIGHBOR> -j <JOIN> -l <SPLIT>]
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-i Input FASTA-formatted metagenome file. 3.3.1
-o Prefix for all output files. 3.3.2
-c Cut schedule. Format [2,6,10,14,18,22]. Defaults to [1,2,5,10,20,50]. 3.3.3
-s Scoring method. Defaults to “raiphy” (RAIphy). Other options include

“tetra” and “tacoa”.
3.3.4

-p Computation path, i.e., path to scoring code for chosen scoring method.
Necessary only if the score function is RAIphy.

3.3.4

-n Neighboring threshold, i.e., the threshold for considering clusters to be
neighbors to a contig, entered as a float between 0 and 1.

3.3.5

-j Joining threshold, i.e., the threshold for merging two clusters, entered as a
float between 0 and 1.

3.3.6

-l Split threshold, i.e., is the threshold for letting a contig start its own cluster,
entered as a list of floats ([y1,y2,?,y(n-1)]).

3.3.7

3.2 Algorithm

Horatio is essentially a modified bootstrap algorithm wherein large contigs are used as
initial seeds and successively smaller contigs are added to the classification. The metagenome
is separated into levels of contigs by size, and the largest contigs are used as seeds. The
similarities between the seeds and the current level of contigs are evaluated using the user-
specified scoring mechanism, and the seed contig is concatenated with all of the contigs that
matched to it in order to create a larger pseudocontig. This process is repeated until no
more contigs remain to be processed.

At each stage, if a contig isn’t sufficiently close to any cluster (i.e., its best match score
is below a threshold specified by the option -l), that contig will instead split and form its
own cluster, and can be matched against other contigs in the next stage. This dramatically
reduces the number of inappropriate assignments of contigs to clusters, but also dramatically
increases the number of total clusters, as correct scores may fall below the threshold as well.

In order to reduce the number of clusters, Horatio also features cluster merging. At each
stage, every contig keeps track of clusters that it was close to (specifically, clusters whose
matching scores are within some ε of the best-scoring cluster). At the end of each stage,
each cluster determines its closest neighboring cluster, if any, by checking its member contigs
for neighbor clusters. If the most common neighbor cluster among its contigs occurs with
frequency ≥ j, then the two clusters will be merged.

The two major data structures in Horatio are the cluster and the contig. The contig simply
consists of a contig name and possibly a list of neighboring clusters. The cluster consists of
a seed (the name of the initial contig from which the cluster was formed, and its ID), a tree
of member contigs and associated scores (stored in a dictionary), a root (indicating the root
of the tree), and a list of neighboring clusters. A merged cluster will have all of its parents’
trees joined in a common tree by a common root, the concatenation of the parents’ root
contigs.
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The following pseudocode outlines the Horatio algorithm. Assume that cut is of the form
[xk, xk−1, ..., x1, x0] for a given k, and that split is of the form [yk, yk−1, ..., y1].

horatio (input, output, cut, score, path, n, j, split):

// Preprocessing

Convert input to tab-delimited FASTA format

Make stage-0 contigs from contigs of size >= x_0

For i in [0,k-1]:

Make stage-i contigs from contigs of size >= x_(i+1) and size < x_i

Initialize clusters, database from stage-0 contigs

// Main loop

For i in [1,k]:

Initialize matchDictionary

Initialize newSeeds

For co in stage-i contigs:

Match co against every cluster in database using score

If best score >= y_i:

matchDictionary[best cluster] = co

For cl in remaining clusters:

If score(co, cl) >= (1-n)*best score:

Add cl to co’s list of neighbors

Else:

Add co to newSeeds

For cl in matchDictionary:

Add all matching contigs to cl’s tree

Concatenate all matching contigs with cl’s contig to create new contig

For co in newSeeds:

Make new cluster out of co

Initialize neighborGraph

For cl in all clusters:

(ncl, frequency) = cl.mostCommonNeighbor

If frequency >= j:

Add edge (cl, ncl) to neighborGraph

For p in components(neighborGraph):

Merge all members of p to create new merged cluster

For cl in all clusters:

Write new database
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// Postprocessing

Clean up unnecessary files

Write final cluster information to output files

[FIGURE ILLUSTRATING HORATIO CONTROL FLOW]

3.3 Parameters

3.3.1 Input

3.3.2 Output

3.3.3 Cut schedule

3.3.4 Scoring Methods

Given that different scoring methods might be faster or better suited to a researcher’s
needs, Horatio is designed to be able to use any given similarity-scoring method. The three
methods that we built in and examined for this task were RAIphy, TETRA, and TACOA,
all of which are composition-based methods.

RAIphy If the user wishes to use the scoring function based on RAIphy, the user must
have the version of RAIphy available at LOCATION. This software performs exactly the
same computations as the original version of RAIphy, but outputs the results in a format
usable by Horatio. In order to use the RAIphy scoring function, the user should specify -s

raiphy and -p <PATH>, where <PATH> is the file path to the RAIphy executables, contained
in kiki/bin/.

TETRA

TACOA

3.3.5 Neighboring Threshold

3.3.6 Joining Threshold

3.3.7 Splitting Threshold

3.4 Result

4 Evaluation

4.1 Definitions

While an ideal output would consist of one pure cluster per taxon, it was decided that
purity, also known as specificity [8], would be more important than larger clusters. That is,
an output of small but consistent clusters, with multiple clusters per taxon, is better than
an output of large inconsistent clusters.
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Purity per cluster, or precision, is a very simple calculation. Let Ni be the number of
elements in the cluster i, and let mi be the number of the elements from the most-represented
taxon in the cluster. Then the purity of cluster i is [8]:

pi =
mi

Ni

(1)

If there are N elements represented in the clustering, then the total purity is:

P =
∑
i

mi

N
(2)

A modified precision measure looks not at each cluster individually or at all clusters en
masse, but at classes and the clusters that make them up. Let j be a class, let TPj be the
number of contigs in class j that were found in majority-j clusters (where purity ≥ some
threshold), and let Nj be the total number of contigs that were found in majority-j clusters.
Then the purity of class j is:

Pj =
TPj

Nj

(3)

The sensitivity, or the recall, is a reflection of how well the algorithm can amass contigs
correctly; specifically, greater sensitivity for a given class of contigs corresponds to fewer of
those contigs being found in non-majority clusters. Let Zj be the number of contigs that
come from class j, and let TPj be the number of contigs that were found in clusters with
suitably high representation of contigs of class j (that is, the number of true positives). Then
the sensitivity of the algorithm with respect to class j is [8]:

Snj =
TPj

Zj

(4)

Average sensitivity can therefore be computed as an average of all sensitivities Snj [8]. If
there are M classes in the correct clustering, then:

Sn =
1

M

∑
j

TPj

Zj

(5)
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4.2 Testing Sets

4.2.1 New FAMeS

4.2.2 Mock

5 Results

5.1 Specificity

5.2 Sensitivity

6 Discussion

6.1 Strengths

6.2 Weaknesses

6.3 Future directions

There appears to be some correlation between the score distributions within clusters and
the purity of those clusters. It is highly likely that some aggregate or summary statistic of
the score distribution of a cluster could be used to determine whether it is worthy of future
analysis, or is instead probably a “junk-heap” of contigs from many different sources with
no dominant member.
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